Business in Society:
Why anthropological curiosity makes sense

Business in Society, 3 statements
1) Increasingly, business schools are assessing
their role in addressing some of the major
challenges the world is confronted with,
whether it is climate change, digital workforces,
alleviating poverty, addressing gender inequality
or decent work and economic growth (George et
al., 2016; Howard-Grenville, 2021).
2) This goes hand-in-hand with a growing
awareness that in order to address such
challenges closer collaboration with
practitioners is key and that practitioner-based
insights are especially needed in a world that is
increasingly volatile, uncertain, and complex
(Ployhart and Bartunek, 2019, p. 496).

…continued
3) What is needed is for researchers to become more phenomenon focused and
incorporate multidisciplinary perspectives, and use state-of-the art (and often
multiple) methodological approaches (Buckley et al., 2017, p. 1052).
Having been trained as an anthropologist helps, and that’s what I would like to
share with you this afternoon
Phenomenon-focused research: SDGs such as decent work for all and reducing
inequalities (youth and ethnic minority entrepreneurship), sustainable cities and
communities (the role of private security organisations in addressing safety at
local level), and (human) security (scenario planning)
Methodological innovation: multi-model research including the use of artsbased methodologies and fieldwork-based approaches that are specifically
suited to engage external stakeholders into research

The ‘talk’: An additional (alternative) approach to
add to your MBA experiences….
• How an anthropologist ended up in a
business school
• What is an anthropological lens & mindset
in business?
• How do I ‘use’ it (examples from my
research)
• What I hope you’ll do next…..

Just a (my) Story
From anthropology to business research
From Amsterdam via Oxford to Maastricht
From research on to research with

2004

2012

2019

And I’m not alone in doing so (there are a few
others)

Gillian
Tett’s
book:

What is anthropology….
The study of ‘us’, people, past and present - or The study of human societies through their cultures
(values, beliefs, rituals, language, art, habits, food, etc)
Anthropology uses fieldwork and participant observation to
understand other ways of life (often as a mirror to understand
our ‘own’ culture)
Keywords: holistic, contextual, comparative
Some say it is a discipline of infinite curiosity about human beings

An anthropological (ethnographic) lens =
• observing, listening, lurking, talking, being there, …..
• co-creation, participative, respect, being open-minded
• understanding in context
Ethnography is very much grounded in fieldwork and participant
observation….it entails subjecting oneself to at least a part of the life
situation of others…immersion and close observation of the life of others
Ethnographers take the position that these actors do so in a specific
social, historical, and cultural context defined by time and place
Example: aspirational leadership Indonesia

Example: Aspirational ethical leadership Indonesia
How to understand the relationship between
religion and business leadership
Context: ethnic Chinese (ethnic minority);
religious conversion; dominant in economic
sectors; volatile business context; how do these
elements impact on business leadership
2004, 2007 and 2011 fieldwork in Indonesia – life
business histories, observing + participating,
following

Example: Aspirational ethical leadership Indonesia
What did we learn (see Koning & Waistell, 2012):
Prior to the epiphany, the leaders experienced business and religion as separate,
partly because they themselves used to separate business and religion. Postepiphany, they fused and infused each other. The ‘location’ of religion changed
from external to internal and became intrinsic to the research participants and
thus part of their leadership identity.
Leadership is not about business ethics, understood as an external ethical code
or training, but about who we are … “moral leadership is tied in with who we are
in relation to others, our values, beliefs…” (Cunliffe, 2009, p.97).

From anthropology to business & management
…any different?
Not really because the core interest for people and groups stays
the same with questions such as:
• “what is it that makes us human”
• “what is it that we all share”
• “what is it that we inherit from the circumstances of society
and history”?
Reference
Think Like an Anthropologist. Matthew Engelke. Pelican. 2017.

Organisational (business) anthropology /
ethnography
From the early years of the discipline anthropologists
have always had an interest in organisations and
organising since “we live most of our lives within
and among organisations” (Garsten & Nyqvist, 2013,
p.1).
Indeed, the study of human organising can be said
to be core to anthropology.

In the words of Ann Jordan an organisational
anthropologist:
“As an organizational anthropologist, when I enter an
organization, I enter as an infant; I put away all my
understanding of organizations and business, as best
I can, and try to see the organization as Malinowski
saw the Trobrianders when first stepping into their
very human but very different world. In other words,
I try to see it with fresh eyes and make no
assumptions about understanding things.”
Can we (you) do the same in our (your) own
businesses and organisations??
Next example: South Africa

Example: Private security
businesses in SA
Context of high crime
Debate on privatisation of
security (can this be
privatised?)
Stigmatisation of the sector
(‘dogs’ of war, mercenaries)
No research with security
firms…

Private security
businesses in SA

Very much an IR debate. No actual
research on the ground
How did they get started and why,
what drives them, how are they
organized, what do they want to
contribute to security, what is their
take on regulation, and how do they
make sense of their role within the
wider security landscape?
Fieldwork 2016/2017: knocking on
doors, networking, talking,
interviewing, observing etc.

Moving into….
1) literal meaning of seeking access to the wide variety of
stakeholders that make up the private security sector:
private security companies—from small family firms to large
international corporations with expertise in maritime or landward
security, surveillance, armed response, and/or specialized
equipment installations—and regulatory bodies, local police,
neighbourhood watches, campus security, municipality
representatives; and receivers of security.
2) metaphorical ‘moving into’: a tolerant and open appreciation
of the various stakeholders and their roles and work.

And so….
Stakeholders in the security industry are very aware of the stigma, ethical
questions, and demand for regulation that befalls their organizations and
activities. In all cases, we made contact by asking them to ‘tell us their
story’; and they did, often in great detail and with historical momentum.
It led to invitations to come and visit their sites, surveillance rooms, and
private homes, all of which added necessary contextualization to the
stories.
Wat did we find:

a deeper, unbiased research engagement with the security sector reveals a plurality
of actors and voices as well as the existence of norms and standards that can be
authoritative and effective in their own right. We uncovered an ethical and
normative diversity that is essential to a comprehensive understanding of the
privatization of security and of private security organizations (Noortmann &
Koning, 2020: 14).

The open-ended nature of
anthropological curiosity
•
•
•
•

The open ended nature of questions allows participants to tell us about
their experiences
An open-ended approach allows information to bubble up from direct
interaction with participants
It brings information we would never have thought to ask about.
It broadens our understanding of a problem beyond what we could have
assumed the issues to be at the beginning of the study

It is this ability to analyse the raw data we gather from interviews,
observation and our other techniques and to find answers that makes
anthropological work valuable in business BECAUSE the answers we find are
broader than the questions that were originally asked.
From Ann Jordan: International Journal of Business Anthropology Vol. 1(1) 2010

Final Example: Future security threats research
with Dutch and UK police
•Project
•Problem
•Collaboration
•Results

Problem statement

Law enforcement traditionally focuses on short term operational and
tactical planning. In addition, they work with scenario thinking based on
past trends which inhibits the organization’s capacity to anticipate future
threats in an effective and flexible manner.

Question: How are long term security threats currently envisioned in law
enforcement organizations?

What did we do?
Participative / co- creation: Collage-making. What does the world ‘look like’ in
2050 and what are the main security threats in ’that’ world?

Uit collages - drivers

Drivers
Threats
Scenarios
Strategies
Anti-strategies

Surprising outcome – new problem

we are a government
agency… you do not
easily change that
(us)

How flexible is our own
organization; how about our
adaptive capacity? There is
always the tension between
the time we need as an
organization to respond and
the speed of change out there

law enforcement is
also sometimes
trapped by that we
insist to have the
expert in the room.
Whereas you’re
actually better off
having a random
group of people

Police force is mainly reactive /
law enforcement is reactive
Should we have 27-year old’s
in leadership roles?
Current managers/leaders are
no longer ‘fresh’; they have
moved through the
organization and are
‘socialized’, can no longer think
outside the box
Everything takes too long (from
scenario, to text, to signature)

Organisational advice session
Key suggestions to start the process of working on the adaptive
capacity (and organisational development) include:
1) a move towards dialogue [multi-directional instead of topdown]
2) the use of appreciative inquiry in the organisation
APPRECIATIVE INQUIRY
Appreciating and Valuing the Best of “What
is”
Envisioning “What Might Be”
Dialoguing “What Should Be”
Innovating “What Will Be”
Basic Assumption: An organization is a
mystery to be valued and explored

Results

Step-by-step toolkit.
See:
https://crestresearch.
ac.uk/resources/imag
inative-scenarioplanning-toolkit/

Why collaborate
(in research)?

Because there is more ‘out there’ than
we (academics) can ‘know’
In the process of discussion new and
different issues and problem statements
come to the fore (where science meets
practice)
challenging, exciting, result-focused
But also:
different rhythm, different languages,
different pressures

Why participatory methods?
Why ‘creative’?
To involve potential stakeholders and end-users
To encourage co-design and co-production of knowledge with policymakers
and practitioners, and engagement between researchers and users of research
in the public and private sectors and civil society.
Have direct input from research participants on the direction of the research
We expected that this technique might open-up participants to new and
different reactions to the issue under discussion.
We considered collage-making to be emancipatory as it breaks through
comfort-zones and power relations and allows voice through performance.

To take away from this….
We can all be ‘anthropologists’:
1) Using eyes and ears….but with a mindset as if you know ‘nothing’
2) Using an open-ended nature of inquiry, make no assumptions about
understanding things
3) Mind the context of what you seek to understand
Do not be afraid to experiment (creativity), collaborate across (multidisciplinary
approaches to address complex problems) and most of all: stay curious!
If you’ve become curious don’t hesitate to contact me: j.koning@maastrichtuniversity.nl
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